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The Mathematical Processes and Some Examples of

Elementary Mathematical Analysis in

High School Physics

by

Prince Jackson, Jr.

Introduction

In the high school today far fewer students are enrolled in physics

courses than any other major secondary science. As of 1955, only

303,000 students were enrolled in physics as compared to 483,000
in chemistry and 1,294,000 in biology^ Recent unofficial estimates

make the above figures, 400,000 for physics, 800,000 for chemistry,

and 1,600,000 for biology. Although this is a substantial increase

in numerical enrollment, the percent of the total high-school popula-

tion taking physics tends to remain static at about five percent.

The low enrollment in physics has been discussed among educators

and it is generally believed that the preponderance of the mathemati-

cal processes needed in the course greatly contributes to its unpopu-
larity among the high-school population. Many teachers of physics

confirm this, and a great number of them say that much of their

class time is taken up teaching the kind of "mathematical thinking"

necessary for the learning of a high-school physics course. This is

not to say that the mathematics teacher is not doing a good job. The
good mathematics teacher always has taught his students the appli-

cations of mathematics in other fields. Actually, the real problem
is that the student coming to physics meets the mathematics in a

totally new context, and it is difficult, sometimes impossible, for him
to make the transition in "thinking." However, many physics teachers

tend to believe that the transition of "thinking" is easier for the

student if he has an extensive mathematical background.

The purpose of this paper is to determine the mathematics neces-

sary for the learning of high school physics and to make some pro-

posals as to how the trigonometry and elementary calculus being

taught in some of our high-schools can be used in present high school

physics courses.

To determine the mathematics necessary for the learning of a

high school physics course, four high school physics textbooks and
a teacher resource book for the solutions of problems were examined
and the mathematical processes used by the authors were listed and
tabulated. The books used were limited to those with copyright

dates not earlier than 1958. This selection of dates was based on

^Paul F. Brandwein, Fletcher G. Watson, and Paul E. Blackwood; A Book of
Methods, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc. New York, 1958, page 469.



the belief that books published within the last five years would be
fairly representative of what actually is being taught.

The books examined were:

1. Physical Science Study Committee, Physics, D. C. Heath and
Company, Boston, 1960.

2. Charles E. Dull, H. Clark Metcalfe, and John E. Williams,

Modern Physics, Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1960.

3. D. Lee Baker, Raymond B. Brownlee, and Robert W. Fuller,

(revised by Paul J. Boylan), Elements of Physics, Allyn and
Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1958.

4. Richard F. Brinckerhoff, Judson B. Cross, and Arthur Lazarus,

Exploring Physics: New Edition, Harcourt, Brace and Com-
pany, New York, 1959.

5. Physical Science Study Committee, Teachers Resource Book
and Guide, D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1961.

The results of this examination are listed in the frequency table

below. The writer's conclusion based on the data may be found
immediately following the frequency table.

The proposals pertaining to the utilization of some of the ad-

vanced mathematics being taught in new programs such as the new
mathematics program of Boston College and SMSG are made in

the form of examples. These examples are typical of that type usually

discussed in high school physics, but almost never to the satisfaction

of the teacher or the student because of the magnitude of mathe-
matics necessary for complete explanations. The writer believes that

the mathematics used in the discussion of these examples can be
used in any high school physics course where students are enrolled

in any of the new advanced mathematics programs. These examples
will serve also to show the student the use of mathematics, not only

as a necessary tool in the solution of physical problems, but also as

a powerful tool in analysis.

Other comments on the examples may be found immediately
following the examples.



Part I

Table 1.—Frequency Table

Use of Mathematical Processes

TEXTBOOK

Mathematical Process 1 2 3 4 5

Fundamental Operations^ Ext.* Ext. Ext. Ext. Ext.

Fractions Ext. Ext. Ext. Ext. Ext.

Decimals Ext. Ext. Ext. Ext. Ext.

Squares 23 4 5 4 37
Square Roots 11 3 3 2 16

Cubes 7 3 2 2 15

Cube Roots 14 22 8 4 57
Inequalities 7 5 3 1 18

Formulas- Ext. Ext. Ext. Ext. Ext.

Linear Equations 493 559 108 315 1,126

Quadratic Equations^ 33 12 6 10 52
Simutaneous Equations 3 2 1 29

Vector Equations^ 103 15 4 81

Trigonometric Equations^ 41 37 24 116
Law of Sines 4
Law of Cosines 4
Graphs*^ 115 46 2 11 86
Scientific Notation Ext. Ext. Ext. Ext. Ext.

Ratio and Proportion 24 12 8 4 29
Percentage 7 5 3 15 33
Errors 9 3 2 53
Logarithms''^ 1 5

Inverse Square 11 4 5 3 18

Orders of Magnitude 85 3 52
Similar Triangles 7 2 28
Binomial Theorem 4
Slope 12 19

Calculus (limit concept) 5

Probability 5 18

Angular Measure (degrees) 33 27 7 14 39
Geometric Congruence Theorems 4 9

Binary Arithmetic 2

*Extensive.

^Includes addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

^Includes area, volume, etc.

^Mostly the type vi'ith the linear term missing.

^Graphical solution type.

^Simple equations involving sines, cosines, tangants, and the use of tables.

''Cartesian type including interpolation and extrapolation.

^Involves use of tables.

8



Conclusions

An examination of the table reveals that hnear equations, vector,

trigonometric equations, graphs, and quadratic equations are the most
frequent encountered mathematical processes in high-school physics

textbooks. It should be noted that the last three topics are not taught

in the mathematics program until the student has completed at least

one year of algebra. Some of the other less frequently encountered

mathematical processes also require a mathematical background be-

yond a first course in algebra. The table also reveals that such topics

as percentage, similar triangles, ratio and proportion and simulta-

neous equations, although using sparingly, form a part of a high school

physics course. The uses of the items listed as extensive in the tables

indicate that a thorough grounding in the early mathematical training

of the student is necessary for success in physics. Column 1 reveals

that the Physical Science Study Committee's text utihzes a wider

range of mathematics than the other texts.

On the basis of the data listed in the table, the writer feels that he
can justify the conclusion that if a student is to be successful in a

good high school physics course, the student's mathematical prepara-

tion must be beyond a first course in algebra.

Part II

Many of our high schools have revised their mathematics curricu-

lum completely. The several new programs of mathematics, such as

the program of Boston College and SMSG, are being adopted
throughout the country and, within a few years, the majority of our
high schools will be using these programs. Included in some of these

programs are courses in trigonometry and calculus. In order that

these courses may become more meaningful to the students taking

them, the physics teacher has an obHgation to design his course so

that these students can make full use of the trigonometry and calculus

they are taking or have taken.

In this section of the paper, three examples will be given to show
the type of problem in which the concepts of trigonometry and
elementary calculus can be used in a high school physics course. The
fourth example will be given to show the danger of "blind" use of

mathematics without considering the physical facts.

The writer wishes to emphasize that he is not advocating problems
of this type for all high school physics students, but he does feel

that the better students should be given the opportunity to utiUze

some of the trigonometry and elementary calculus that they now
are taking in some of the advanced mathematics classes. Although
some of these students may not be able to master all of the tech-

niques used in the examples, they will be challenged and, as a result,

will be able to see better the close relation between mathematics and
physics.



EXAMPLE I

In the study of forces and equilibrium, the case of a uniform

ladder resting against a frictionless wall with its base on a rough

floor, presents an interesting case.

The forces acting on the ladder are the

weight W, of the ladder, the reactions

R, upward, and U R toward the wall

(U is the coefficient of friction), and

at the top of the ladder H, perpendicu-

lar to the wall. Since the ladder is in a

state of equilibrium, we can readily

write the following conditions.

Figure 1. Forces and
Equilibrium (No. 1

)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Total horizontal force =: : H = U R

Total vertical force = : W = R
d

Total torque of system = : "W
( y ) cos e = Hd sin G

where d is the length of the ladder and e is the angle that

the ladder makes with the floor.

W
Rewriting (3), we have W cos D = 2 H sin 6 or (4) tan O = —

.

2H
At this point, it is interesting to note that H is inversely proportional

to e, (0<G<90°). That is, as the foot of the ladder is moved
farther from the wall, O decreases and H increases. From condition

( 1 ) , it is easy to see that at some angle O' H will exceed U R = U W
(UR is constant), and the ladder will slip. Thus, it is obvious that

there is a minimum angle to be observed if slippage is to be pre-

vented. Since equilibrium is achieved at H = U R = U W, we
can substitute this value of H in (4) and we get the interesting

1

result, (5) tan o = —
2U

which tells us the angle of equilibrium of the ladder does not depend
on either the length or weight, but is a function of the coefficient

of friction. It may be interesting at this point to ask the "brighter"

student to consider how high he might climb before the ladder
begins to sUp if his weight is W :

10



W W'

In this case, the following conditions

hold.

(6) Total horizontal force = :

H = UR

(7) Total vertical force = 0:

W + Wi = R

(8) Total torque of the system = O:

W (y) cos G 4- W'X cos

e = Hd sin G

Figure 2. Forces and
Equilibrium (No. 2)

where X is the distance to which the student may climb before the

ladder starts to slip.

From the above argument, it is easy to see that if the ladder is in

a state of equilibrium, the student may climb until H exceeds UR.

Rewriting condition (8), we have

(9) V2 Wd 7- W'X — tan Q. Since W and W are known, we may
Hd

write W =: KW, where K is also known. Thus (9) becomes

(10)
^2 Wd ^ KWX

Hd
tan Q or

(11) K WX = Hd tan G - Vi Wd. Solving for X,

_ Hd tan G - V2 Wd _ ^ I H tan Q - 1/2 W
KW ["- KW J

now from (6) and (7), we know H = UR = U (W / W'). Since

W' = KW, we now have H = U (W / KW) =:= UW (1 -/ K)
Thus (12) becomes

(13)

X =
) r

7^ K) tan e — 1/2 W
;]= d[uii -/- K) tan G ill

KW J L K

Therefore, the student may climb a distance X, given by,

(14) X =4- [U (1 / K) tan G - Vi].K
At this point, the student may have some doubts about the validity

of his final result. Since he knows the result when all the weight

11



is at the center of gravity which is located at— , he may substitute

X = ^ to check (14).

_d = d_[U (1 y K) tan O - 1/2]

2 K

K^= U (1 y^ K) tan O - V2

2

K y 1/2 == U (1 V^ K) tan e

2

K 7^ 1 =
2

1/2 =
tan e

U (1

U tan

== 1

2U

y

e

K) tan G

This last expression is exactly what we are supposed to find since

the boy's location at the center of gravity is tantamount to that of

the empty ladder.

If the case of X > -^'^^ investigated, (14) can be written in

form

(15) rd =£[Ui (1 / K) tan 6 - 1/2] where r> 1

2 K

_rk_= Ui (1 -/ K) tan 9 - V2

2

(16) rk y 1 =^ Ui (1 /- K) tane
2

now for equihbrium, we write from (5)

(17) U = 1 = 1/2 cot e
2 tan e

Solving (16) for Ui, we have

(18) Ui = rk y- 1 = 1/2 (rk -/^ 1) cot e
2(1 -/ K) tan e K /I

Comparing V2 cot G and V2 (rd ^ 1) cot G, we have that Ui > U
K / 1

12



rk ^ 1

because > 1. Thus, we know that if the ladder will slip

K-/ 1

if the student goes beyond d when O and U are the minimum for

T
equilibrium.

The most interesting part of this analysis is that it utilizes only

simple algebra and trigonometry.

13



EXAMPLE II

In perfectly elastic collisions, both momentum and kinetic energy

are conserved. Consider the case of two billiard balls, A and B, of

equal masses, where .A strikes B while B is at rest. What is the

angle of separation?

-.Ui,

m
A._ •> -

V
--->--> A

A

, ' 'e Uix-

B —(b

U.

^—>-

U2X

B

X

Figure 3. Perfectly Elastic Collision

Conservation of Momentum

(1) X-axis MV = MUix 7^ MUss

(2) Y-axis O == MUij. /- MUoy

(3) From (1) V == Ui, ^^ Usx

(4) From (2) V,,. = - Usy

Conservation of Kinetic energy

(5) V2 MV- = 1/2MU- / 1/2 MU; / 1/2MU2 ^ 1/2MU^

(6) V- = U2 ^ Ui / U^ / U2^ ^ Ix 2x ' ly ' 2y

From (3), we may write

(7) V2 = UL 7^ 2Ui, U2X / uL

Equating (6) and (7), we have

14

= U2^ / 2Ua. U2X / UL



Thus, we write

(8) U-; / ^'iy
= 2Uix U2.

Substituting from (4), we write (8) in the form

2U- = 2Ui. or
ly

(9) V^. = Ux, Usx

Since one of the angles is negative, we take O — (— <^) as our

angle of separation. Thus, we may write

1 ^ cot cot (— <^)

(10) Cot [o - (- c^)] ='ZErrr^)-:r^^nr-

Now we have

cot e =-^ and cot (-c/>) =-^:=-%-by (4).

Uly U2y Uly

UlX
_

_U2^

Hence, cot [0 -(—</>)] = —
Usx -Ui:

Uly Uly

-Ufv / Ui. Uo,

(11) Cot[e - (- c^)]=— ;

Uox Uly / Ul, Uly

By (9) , Uj. Uox = U'y • Therefore

-Ufy / Uty
Cot [e - (- c^) ] = =

Uox Uly / Ul, Uly

Therefore, e — (— <^) = 90°.

This tells us that the angle of separation is independent of the

angle of approach if the angle of approach 92^ 0"". In that case, the

collision between the balls is direct, the velocity components along

the y-axis are both 0, and (8) becomes 2Uix U2X = 0. Thus
Uix = 0. This simply means that ball A stops after colliding with

ball B and transfers all of its momentum and kinetic energy to ball

B.

Although the solution may seem to be somewhat sophisticated

for the high school level, the reader is reminded that the mathematical
concepts involved are only algebraic and trigonometric.

15



EXAMPLE III

This example involves the use of elementary calculus. The prob-

lem to be solved, is the monkey and hunter experiment.

A hunter aims and shoots an arrow at a monkey in a tree. At

the instant the arrow leaves the bow, the monkey drops from the

branch upon which he has been sitting. Show that the two meet in

mid-air regardless of the speed of the arrow.

.41^.

-^J

e

Figure 4. Gravity Acting on 2 Independent Objects

Y

V,

>
.^

e
(Xi, h)

V, (Xi,0)-

Figure 5. Collision of Objects

after Time t in Air.

In aiming at the monkey, the arrow makes an angle of G with

the ground and leaves the bow at a velocity of Vq. This velocity

has an X component, Vx, and a Y component, Vy. On the basis of

this information, we may write

(1)

dv.

dt

= — G. Integrating, we get Vy = — Gt -^ C.

16



(2) V, = - Gt -/-Q

To evaluate the constant we set t = and find

C = Vj- = Vo sin e. Thus we may write (2) in the form

dy

(3) Vy = — Gt y- Vo sin e. Now V,- = , thus

dt

dy

(4) = Gt -/ Vo sin 9. Integrating, we have

dt

-Gt-
(5) Y = 7^ Vot sin 9 / Ci. To evaluate the constant,

we set t = O and get Ci = Y = O. When t = O. Thus we have

-Gt-
(6) Y = h Vot sin 9

2

Along the X— axis we have

dvx

(7) = O. Integrating, we get

dt

dx

(8) Vx = C = Vo cos 9. Now Vx = , and we write

dt

dx
(9) = Vo cos 9. Integrating, we get

dt

(10) X — Vot cos 9 / Co. To evaluate Co, we get t = and get

X = Co = when 1 = 0. Thus we write

(11) X = Vot cos 9

Solving for t in (11) and substituting in (6) we get

-G / X- \ v., sin 9
Y = —

[ \ 7^ X which we write as

- \ Vo- cos- 9/ Vo cos 9

(12) Y = X tan 9 - ( ) X^
\ 2 Vo- cos- 9 /

Thus, (12) is the path of the trajectory of the arrow and in general,

of all prqjectiles. This trajectory intersects the straight path followed

17



by the monkey at the point, (Xi, h). Thus we write (12) in the

form

(13) h = X, tan 9
\2Vf, cos- G

X;. By ( 1 1 ) Xi := V,.ti cos e

(for time ti) and (13) can be written

(14) h = V„ t, cos O (tan o) -
(

jVo- tr cos- e.

\2V^ cos- G/

Hence

(15) h = Vo ti sin O - Vi Gt,-

Looking at figure 2, we have, yi = Xi tan O. After faUing for ti

seconds, the monkey is K units above the ground. Thus, he has

fallen Yi—K units. We may now write

Yi-K = Vi Gt;

(16) K = Y, - 1/2 Gt^

But Yi = X, tan G and Xi = V„ti cos G. Thus Y, = Voti cos G

(tan G) = V„ti sin G. We now write (16) in the form

(17) K = Voti sin G - 1/2 Gt7

Therefore by (15) we have

K = h.

Thus the arrow hits the monkey.

In addition to the solution, we may also examine (12) to see

what can be found out about the trajectory of the arrow.

If we set Y = O, (12) becomes

^ ° ^O = X tan G — I X-. Solving for X, we have

\2V,r cos- 0/

2Vo cos- G tan G 2Vj sin G cos 9
X =

G G

V.f sin 2 G
X =

G

1!



Thus the range of any projectile is given by

(18) Vo sin 2

R =

By studying (18) carefully, the student can find out that for every

R', (0<R'<R), there are two values of O.

The maximum height of the projectile is reached at the middle of

the range. Thus Y = maximum when

Vo sin 2 e V^ sin cos

' ~ 2G
~

G

It can be noted also that by differentiating (12) with respect to X,

we get

To find the maximum, we setdy

dx

G
tan

V?* cos-

X.

dy
= O and solve for X. Thus

dx

V*tan cos^ V^ sin cos which is what we
X =

G G

obtained algebraically. Substituting this value of X in (12) we get

V^sin cos (tan 0) G ^V? sin^ cos-

Y=: -

G 2V^ cos- G2

\^ sin - V.^ sin-

Y:
G 2G

V,*" sin -

Yr=
2G

Thus the height of any projectile is given by (19)

H =
(19) V^sin^

2G

19



To find the maximum range, we look at (18) and see that R is

greatest when sin 2g is a maximum. That is, when sin 29 = 1.

Thus 2o =90° and e = 45°. We also note that by differentiating

(18) with respect to 9, we get

dR 2Vo- cos 2 9. Setting dR we find that cos 2 = 0.

= 0,

d9 G d9

Thus 2 9 =90, and 9 = 45° which is found to be a maximum.

The student can verify easily that the maximum height at maximum
range, R, is 14 R.

Although this kind of problem requires a large number of manipu-

lations, the high school student in an advanced mathematics program

such as SMSG can handle it. It is an excellent example of analysis

and affords the advanced student an opportunity to see why mathe-

matical analysis is so important in science. Of course, this type of

problem would be assigned only to the very advanced student.

EXAMPLE IV

The Gas Laws and Mathematics

As a precaution against the blind use of mathematics, the follow-

ing simple example points out how correct mathematical manipula-

tions lead to the wrong conclusion.

If P is held constant, V = Ki T, where V is the volume of gas

and T is its absolute temperature.

If V is held constant, P = K2 T, where P is the pressure of the

gas and T is its absolute temperature. Therefore, in writing a general

gas law involving P, V, and T, we find the product of P and V.

Therefore

:

(1) PV = Ky T-. But we know that the universal gas law is

(2) PV = K T

Thus, while the mathematics in (1) is correct, the physics is wrong

because both P and V can not be held constant at the same time.

Care must be exercised in the application of mathematics and in

physics for correct mathematical manipulations often lead to absurd

resuhs when physical laws are not taken into consideration.

20



Comments

The reader probably has noticed that the problems were more of

the "proof" type than the usual "specific numerical answer" type

problems usually found in high-school physics courses. The "proof"

type of problem is recommended for the consideration of better

students in high-school physics. Its pedagogical value lies in the fact

that it will illustrate to the student the role and method of mathe-

matical analysis in physics. Mathematical analysis is neglected too

often on the assumption that it is too difficult at the high school level.

Perhaps this contention was justified because of the poor mathe-

matical preparation of the average high-school physics student.

However, at present, many of these students now come to high

school physics after taking courses in advanced algebra, trigonometry

and a concurrent course in elementary calculus. It is this student

that should be exposed heavily to the "proof" type problem as pre-

viously described. The physics teacher should design this type of

problem on a less advanced mathematical level for the less mathe-

matically prepared student.

The one question that is raised in mathematics classes probably

more often than any other one question is the query, "What good is

this, when will I ever use it?". The poor mathematical showing of

many college freshmen in the sciences and engineering can be attribu-

ted to the fact that they never were able to utilize fully their mathe-

matics in their high-school science courses. While it is true that

the majority of our high-school physics books do not have "proof"

type problems in them, this fact does not reheve us of the obligations

to provide these experiences for our students. We have the obliga-

tion to teach up to the student's ability rather than limit our teaching

to the textbook.

The writer is fully convinced after talking with several outstanding

high school physics teachers attending the 1962-63 Academic Year
Institute at Harvard University, that the "proof" type problem is

needed in high school physics. These teachers, who represent the

North-Eastem, Mid-Western and Far-Western sections of our coun-

try, believe that if the better student is to succeed in a scientific ca-

reer, he must have had experience with this kind of problem. It is

imperative, therefore, that teachers of physics recognize their duty

of providing such experiences. Only in this fashion can students

attain their maximum growth and development.
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Just A Thought

by

Doris L. Jackson

Many people—including poets themselves—have tried to define

a "Poem." Here are some attempts at stating what poetry is or

telling what poetry means to them personally:

1. Poe calls poetry "the rhythmic creation of the beautiful."

2. Voltaire maintains that poetry is "the music of the soul, and
above all, of great and feeling souls."

3. Shelley declares that a poem is "the very image of life expressed

in its eternal truth."

4. Matthew Arnold offers these definitions:

. . . Prose is words in their Best Order; Poetry, the Best

Words in the Best Order.

Below, are attempts to put into words some of the meanings of

what our great poets have tried to define as poetry. It is my way
of creating a thought, a feeling, An expression or telling a story:

MUSIC A MUST

Music is an art for all.

To love and feel and hear;

The sounds and notes are countless,

Like the stars from year to year.

Music can be joyous.

And make the heart feel gay;

It can change the sad expression

To laughter and to play.

It can lift the lowest spirit.

And touch the greatest pride;

It can tell the greatest story,

Throughout the world so wide.

There's music in every walk of life.

And music to suit each taste;

There's music to calm the wars within

No matter what the case.

Within this great big world of ours.

If there was music none;
I wonder just how sad it would be.

In this world without a song.

And so we've learned from time to time,

That music is a must;
It was in the past and present too,

And a need for the future we trust.
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MY STORY OF THE WIND

by

Doris L. Jackson

My story of the wind
Is a great and amazing one;

It travels through this earth,

As it moves around the sun.

It's a great and powerful force,

That can down the tallest tree;

It can lift the waves so very high.

And destroy the ship at sea.

It can lift a house right off the ground,

And make the walls to tremble;

It can even lift the roofs from homes.
And turn them into shamble.

It can form the greatest hurricane.

That plagues our many shores;

It can change into tornadoes,

That shake the very soul.

It can blow the cold, cold winter air,

And cause the winter storm;

It can change the lake to crystal ice,

And make the snow flake form.

With aU this might and strength and power.
The wind can do more things;

It can lift the mighty plane on high.

And aid the birds on wing.

It can gently move the clouds above.

That bring the rain so cool;

And give to earth the summer breeze

That caress the brook and dancing pool.

It can scatter seeds about the earth,

From which things sprout and grow;
It can take the children's kite so high,

And cause each face to glow.

And so my story of the wind
Could still go on and on;

Revealing power and wonders,
Of the wmd that loves to roam.

No one has ever seen its face.

Or knows from whence it comes;
But knows it's passing through this earth.

But knows not where it's gone.
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WHERE GOEST THOU O LITTLE TEARS

by

Doris L. Jackson

Where goest thou O little tears,

With journeys O so many?
You touch the eyes of great and small.

And none are missed, not any.

I see you in so many ways,

Your presence seems to show;
Emotions or expressions wide,

The kind I always know.

I saw you in the midst of smiles,

And knew that this must be;

The tears of joy and happiness,

This must be true you see.

Then there were days I saw you there.

Among the sad hurt peers;

Yes, this I know indeed it was
A host of heartbreak tears.

You can be gay, you can be sad,

Of this I've often seen;

O little tears I've learned so much,
About your moods and means.

So httle tears of hope and joy.

And even tears of sorrow;

And tears of hurt and pain you see,

Will vanish comes tomorrow.
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